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About the Youth Action Squad
Background
In 2020, the COVID-19 crisis and racial justice movement impacted youth across the country. The Iowa
Department of Human Rights (DHR) recognized a responsibility to respond to this unique moment in a way
that shared power with young people in Iowa.
The Iowa Collaboration for Youth Development, with oversight from the Iowa Department of Human Rights,
received a grant from the Forum for Youth Investment. The Forum for Youth Investment is an action tank
that works with national, state and local leaders to change the odds that young people are ready by 21.
The Youth Action Squad (YAS) is designed based on the recommendations of The Promise of Adolescence:
Realizing Opportunity for All Youth. This report by the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine offers a detailed biopsychosocial understanding of the unique and critical processes that define
the adolescent stage of life and set the stage for future well-being. The primary takeaways of the report are:

Adolescence is a critical period for building identity and sense of purpose.
Relationships with supportive adults are crucial for development.
Rectifying the racial and economic disparities that young people experience is essential to ensuring
success for all adolescents.

Program
The Youth Action Squad is designed based on the principles that:

Young people are the experts on the experiences and needs of young people.
Adolescents are capable of high-level action.
Lived experience is a critical asset for adolescents seeking to make change at any system level.
Decision-makers should resource and advance recommendations of young people and systems would
benefit from doing so.
Those closest to the issues are usually closest to the solutions, but farthest from resources and power.
In the fall of 2020, 50 Iowa youth (ages 14-24) were selected to participate in the Youth Action Squad. Youth
were selected based on lived experience with COVID-19 or racial injustice, interest in advocacy and
government, and motivation to take action. Twenty-five youth participated in each of the two cohorts-COVID-19 YAS or Racial Justice YAS and were financially compensated for their time.
Each Squad met weekly through the fall and winter of 2020-21. Meetings were facilitated by three Iowa
youth with experience in government advocacy work, and supported by DHR staff. Members learned
advocacy, leadership, and research skills, and had the opportunity to learn from subject matter experts.
Members were then empowered to take action on the topic of their choosing. Squad members were
supported by DHR staff in conducting research, designing an action plan, and taking action. In March of
2021, Squad members presented their work to an audience of local, state and national decision-makers.
This report honors their work by sharing their vision and contributions with the wider
community.

Indigenous
studies
EVA BEAR, SIOUX CITY
WINNEBAGO TRIBE OF NEBRASKA

Vision: I want Indigenous children to go to school and have their culture
and history be taught. I want others to respect and honor our culture.
I want to add more education about Indigenous peoples into the curricula
of schools around Iowa.
Action Plan Summary: Developed a survey to peers, analyzed results,
and shared these results to inform curriculum changes to school
leadership, state leaders and the Commission of Native American Affairs.

RESEARCH
Question: How does the saying

Conducted
statewide survey
to high school
students assessing
knowledge and
perception of
Indigenous studies

“The US is a nation of
immigrants” erase indigenous

Of the 134 survey
participants,

peoples history?
42% reported understanding the
significance of land in US

Answers:

“It doesn’t we took this land
fair and square”

History

"It acts as though people who

57% reported ever learning

came to the US are the

about colonialism and its impact

nation’s people, not the natives

on Indigenous peoples

who lived here for multiple
generations."

83% reported knowing what
Indigenous People mean
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Bullying in
schools
MAIA LONG, ALTOONA

Vision: All students will value and protect each other from bullying
and know how to deal with it productively. Teachers will protect
students and stop bullying at its early stages.
Action Plan Summary: Created a survey for teachers and students
1st-12th grade to better understand the impact of bullying (focus
groups with 1st-4th and surveys for 5th-12th). Shared results with
school and state leadership to begin to strategize changes.

RESEARCH
Focus Groups:

Surveys:

Surveys:

1st-4th graders

5th-12th graders

School staff about

about bullying

about bullying

bullying knowledge

knowledge and

knowledge and

and and workplace

experiences

experiences

bullying experiences
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Removal of
school
resource
officers
ENDI MONTALVO-MARTINEZ, DES MOINES
LYRIC SELLERS, DES MOINES

Vision: We envision the collective liberation of Des Moines Public School
students by dismantling oppressive systems.
Action Plan Summary: Organized staff, administrators and students to
push agenda forward and met with board members individually to come
to a collective understanding. SROs were eliminated at DMPS as a result
and new curricula uplifting other cultures and identities is being
implemented in the 2021-22 school year.

RESEARCH
Collaborated with the Criminal and
Juvenile Justice Planning to collect
DMPS specific data relating to SRO
arrests

Summary of Findings:
Juvenile complaints more than
doubled between 2015 and
2019
African American youth were
overrepresented in number of
juvenile complaints, charge
classes and charge types.
Simple misdemeanors were 65%
of all complaints.
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Anti-racism
in schools
BRI DEASON, PELLA
NATHANIEL FAVORS, SIOUX CITY
LIZBETH GARCIA, SIOUX CITY
GRACE NELSON, SIOUX CITY
AMYA THORNTON, CEDAR FALLS
VIJAY WILLIAMS, AMES
IMMAN YIMER, DES MOINES

Vision: Our schools will teach, enforce and encourage students and staff to be
actively anti-racist through a newly reformed curriculum and a variety of after
school clubs and activities.
Action Plan Summary: Developed and implemented a survey to high school
youth. Identified ways to embed anti-racist teaching into the subjects and
areas of English, History, after school Clubs, and Financial Literacy. Members
initiated curriculum changes within multiple schools across Iowa.

RESEARCH
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Social Emotional
learning and
equity
AARUSHI GUPTA, JOHNSTON
NADIA MUROBYI, DES MOINES
SIA SMITH, URBANDALE
Vision: Students feel like they can express their emotions without others
making assumptions or over-stepping boundaries.
Action Plan Summary: Held focus groups with elementary youth using
Barbie dolls to assess how youth view Barbies of different races, conducted
interviews with SEL state and national leaders and developed
recommendations from the results. Presented results and recommendations
to Department of Education and other state leaders.

RESEARCH
Key Findings From Experts:

Kindergarten and
1st grade students
showed the most
preference to
white Barbies and
the least
preference to
Asian Barbies
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SEL needs to be a system, starting
with teachers
Discipline in schools is a white
construct. Cultural awareness needs
to be put in action before discipline.
Most importantly, SEL should be
integrated in everyday situations, it
shouldn’t be a test or a unit.

Young
Journalists
of Color
NIXSON BENITEZ, CEDAR FALLS

Vision: Prospective students of color can seek opportunities/connections in the
newsroom
Action Plan Summary: Collected necessary research to inform the process
and built buy-in from college leadership and students to ensure the
implementation of a Spanish News Column and Iowa's first National
Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) chapter. Nixson successfully launched
the news column in The Northern Iowan, the University of Northern Iowa's
student newspaper, and is in the recruitment stage of NABJ.

RESEARCH AND RESULTS
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Art
advocacy
GRACE GOLMAN, MASON CITY
SARAH-MARIE JABRE, SIOUX CITY

Vision: Through art activism, we can open others’ eyes to ethnic diversity
in a way that is inviting and aesthetically pleasing.
Action Plan Summary: Studied the adverse history of stereotypes and
micro-aggressions to learn how they undermine marginalized
populations. Created a survey for peers focusing on the effects of
stereotypes and micro-aggressions that informed different creations of
art. Multiple pieces of art were created as seen below.

RESEARCH
Quotes from survey about how
stereotypes make people feel:

“It makes me feel categorized. I do
not feel like my own person.”
"They are annoying to me, because
others assume I act in a way that
is nothing like my personality."
"A lot of people perpetuate it, so I
can't really blame that stereotype
for persisting. I just try to be the
most tolerant person I can be."
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Safe spaces for
asian-americans
HANNA HARTMAN, CRESTON
Vision: All students and members of the Asian American community will have a space to feel
safe and to be treated as equals. It is hard as an Asian American to feel accepted and safe
while people try to be a copy and paste in our location. It feels like we should be ashamed of
being different.
Action Plan Summary: Conducted research, including surveys and interviews, about Asians
living in Iowa. Created and emailed out an Asian American presentation to students at school
to create open mindedness, hosted a seminar about Asian Americans with the school board,
made posters and is creating a community art mural. Hanna is also planning an Asian food
market in her community.

RESEARCH
Have you ever been a victim of
Asian stereotypes or micro
aggressions?

“Yes. People used to squint or pull on
their eyes, so they could ‘look like
me.’ I was never the one laughing.”
“My old friends used to make

How has being Asian in a primarily
white school made you feel?
"It makes me feel alone. I do not
share culture and values with
anyone unless I am at home."
"I do not feel like I look like anyone

remarks all of the time. They often
said I could not drive them since I
was Asian.”

else and that can make me feel like

“I have been a victim since the

"I am known as that 'one Asian

beginning. Being different in a white
school makes you bound to be a
victim since grade school.”

girl.' I feel so different from

I just stand out because of my
race."

everyone else."
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Have these stereotypes impacted
you outside of school?

“I used to look down so people
could not see my eyes. I dyed my
hair blonde in middle school, so I
could look more white. I did not
want to be different.”

“I only felt safe in big places. At
the mall I saw more Asian
populations, but when I am in small
towns, I feel like the only Asian
that exists."

Racial
Education
CAMILLE (LEE) PAGE, DES MOINES

Vision: All students in Iowa will have access to correct education about
the history of all races and have more classes available to learn about the
history of their own race.
Action Plan Summary: Surveyed students to find out what races are not
being represented, advocated to the school board and state government,
and is fundraising money to assist with furthering the efforts.

RESEARCH
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Student
ignorance
ANTONIO CROSS, DES MOINES
KAYLA JABRE, SIOUX CITY
BRENDA KOUMONDJI, CEDAR FALLS
REMI SAIDI, URBANDALE

Vision: Students in our schools will gain a better understanding of the
pandemic and other social injustice issues through education clubs.
Action Plan Summary: Surveyed students to determine their
knowledge on current issues, hung up posters around school on
statistics, and created and gave a presentation to school administration
justifying the need for a club to educate others.

RESEARCH
51% of youth
reported being

When asked which
rules should be
created or

52% of youth

satisfied with the

enforced, the

surveyed said

way guidelines and

majority of the

they will get

restrictions have

survey participants

been set and

responded with

vaccinated when

enforced.

stricter mask
mandates.
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they're eligible.

Being Heard
About COVID
ABBYGAIL BROWN, DES MOINES
JESSENIA BURTON, DES MOINES
AIDEN ELLIS, DES MOINES

Vision: All people of all colors should be able to express themselves regardless
of an issue they have or what they have done.
Action Plan Summary: Created a survey for students to express what issues
they are dealing with related to COVID-19, notified the school board of these
issues and created a virtual group where students can talk about these issues.

RESEARCH
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High-Quality
and Safe
Education
CLOWEY TYLER, DES MOINES

Vision: All students will have high quality online education.
Action Plan Summary: Created a survey for high school students in her school
district about what supports have been helpful and which ones have been absent
during virtual learning. Analyzed the over 600 responses, created
recommendations and presented the recommendations to the school board,
superintendent and state and national leaders.

RESEARCH
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Mask
mandates
MIRA KEERAN, CEDAR FALLS
MY DUYEN PAVEY, LE CLAIRE

Vision: Iowa will have a reinforced mask mandate to lower COVID-19 cases and
deaths caused by COVID-19.
Action Plan Summary: Interviewed frontline workers, high risk people, and
students to gather their perspectives of mask wearing. Also researched maps of
hotspots and schools. Gathered all data, created a presentation and advocated
to city mayors, state and national leaders to enforce a mask mandate.

RESEARCH
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Supports for
Nursing Staff
MARWA ABDALLA, DES MOINES
JULIA MANYAME, JOHNSTON
ALLISON WALKER, EDDYVILLE

Vision: Iowa Hospital’s will have enough COVID-19 related equipment to
protect staff and the spread of COVID. Staff will also be paid enough.

Action Plan Summary: Gathered research, including surveying frontline
workers, about the needs of nursing staff. Created flyers using this
information and advocated to legislators at the state capitol. Researched
and advocated for grants that support nursing staff.

RESEARCH
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Trusting
Science/Medical
Professionals
CARTER WAGLER STEWART, DES MOINES

Vision: All people will understand why we should be trusting
science/medical professionals instead of politicians and will take this
virus seriously, so we can get back to a more normal life.
Action Plan Summary: Researched what other countries have done
successfully in handling the pandemic, surveyed rural and city Iowans
about their views of how COVID is being handled and analyzed the
results. Created a slide deck of recommendations and shared with
Governor Reynolds, state and national leaders.

RESEARCH
Of survey
respondents,
68% reported wearing
a mask in public
&
76% believe they are
effective

59.6% of survey

Why respondents reported not
trusting medical professionals:

respondents reported
trusting scientists
and medical
professionals to
provide accurate and

"Too much conflicting
information is available. Fear
is a powerful way to control
people."

up to date COVID-19

"I believe the info gets changed

information.

when it is delivered to us. As
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in the media alters it."

Isolation &
Mental Health
Supports
MEGHAN ANDRESEN, DUBUQUE
JULIE CAGNARD, MARION
ELLE FITZGERALD, DES MOINES
SARAGRACE LAMB, DES MOINES
GRACE NELSON, SIOUX CITY

Vision: Mental health in teenagers has plummeted due to social isolation resulting
from COVID-19. Therefore, more mental health resources will be offered in order
for students to be able to safely reach out to friends and/or get the help they need.

Action Plan Summary: Identified the needs and supports for younger and older
youth using research and interviews. Identified what supports are available and
what supports are needed. Raised awareness of these supports using multiple
strategies and coordinated them when needed.

RESEARCH
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